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The COVID-19 vaccines have been 
developed very quickly. Was there enough 
testing done?

You're right to note that the COVID-19 vaccines have been developed faster compared 
to previously developed vaccines. However, the same development steps, guidelines 
and standards were followed. Overcoming four main challenges made the COVID-19  
development process faster that previous vaccines, namely: funding, recruiting 
volunteers, access to data and bureaucracy.



Do you want to know how this was possible? 


OK, let's see!
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Background & Motivation

Crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic present many complex challenges, one of which is an "explanation problem" in communicating scientific findings and complex societal decisions. The 

general public is confronted with expert recommendations and political decisions that are the result of more or less transparent, complex processes, the rationales of which are often not readily 

apparent and understandable to non-experts, which is all happening in a period of high uncertainty. This undermines the trustworthiness and acceptance of these decisions. Persistent, 

widespread misinformation further complicates communication. This creates a disconnect between expert communication (even when it is clear, transparent, and evidence-based) and the public's 

more intuitive reasoning.


Goal

To design a solution that aims to innovatively solve the “explanation problem”, by adapting an interdisciplinary, human-centered approach, building on findings from the explainable AI (also 

dealing with a complex, in-transparent system that is hard to fathom for non-experts), learning from psychology, communication studies and human-computer interaction.

Design Process

To address the need for better communicational tools for explaining complex COVID-19 

vaccine-related information, we applied an iterative human-centered process similar to 

Design Thinking, consisting of 5 phases; empathize, define, ideate, prototype and test.

Phase I: Empathize

Goals¿

Õ To gain an emphatic understanding of the problem by 

combining a scientific literature analysis with a human-

centered analysis.


How�

Õ Scientific problem understanding was developed based 

on the 5C model of vaccine hesitancy factors [1] 

Õ For human-centered understanding we turned to 

people directly, asking them about their vaccine-related 

concerns, ways they informed themselves, and how 

they perceived materials covering these issues. We also 

analyzed a sample of media articles, discussions in 

online forums, and interviews available on YouTube.
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1 More volunteers

Why were the COVID-19 vaccines developed so fast?

In the clinical trials that are part of the vaccine development process, 

several thousands of people are participating as volunteers to receive 

the vaccine. This way, potential side-effects are examined, different 

dosages explored, and it is possible to see if the vaccine is producing 

the required immune response. Typically, vaccine trials take weeks or 

months to recruit volunteers.

However, because of the speed of information spread, social media and 

the ability of subjects to register interest instantly online much more 

people than usual heard about the COVID-19 vaccine development trials 

and wanted to help out as volunteers. It was possible to identify willing 

volunteers within just a few hours.

OK, so gathering more volunteers faster 

made the process of COVID-19 

vaccines development quicker.

Is there more to it?2
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Figure 1. The initial screen of the prototype with elements of the explanation mapped out.

Figure 2. One of the four explanation steps with elements of the explanation mapped out.

Conclusions & Future Work

While being careful not to draw too strong conclusions from this explorative evaluation, the 

results indicate that the prototype could have a positive impact on the openness of users 

towards considering the information presented in the explanation.


Based on insights gathered during the development and evaluation of the presented prototype, 

we have created one more explanation of another common concern related to the COVID-19 

crises, one that is present especially lately – “Why is it still a good idea to wear a mask?”. This 

prototype is more interactive, accompanied by more visuals, and has the property of being even 

more tailored and adjustable to different people’s need for explanations. The evaluation of the 

said prototype is done and we are currently in the phase of interpreting the results, which look 

promising.


Read more

Scan the QR code to 

access the full-text article.
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Stay updated

Scan the QR code to open 

the project web-page.

Explore

Scan the QR code to try 

out the new prototype.

Phase II: Define

GoalW

Õ Define one core problem in need of an explanation 

guided by the users’ framing of the problem.


How�

Õ Personas were created based on findings from the 

Empathize phase, each representing one group and its 

most common COVID-19 vaccine concerns 

Õ Important insight: one solution does not fit all, because 

general explanations do not answer specific concerns 

people have.m

Õ Core problem definition: “How could COVID-19 vaccines 

be safe if they have been developed so quickly – unlike 

previous vaccines that took much longer?”.

Phase III: Ideate

Goals�

µ Ideate possible solutions on how to explain the defined 

problem.


How�

µ The core of our conceptual solution design was a 

contrastive explanation technique from explainable AI - 

answering the question “Why outcome P, rather than 

outcome Q has occurred?” (read more about explainable 

AI techniques in [4]).m

µ Elements of narrative exposition and parasocial 

identification [5], motivational interviewing [3], and 

metaphorical and symbolic visualizations [2] were 

integrated to the conceptual solution.

Phase IV: Prototype

Goal�

µ Explore how to implement different elements to an 

explanation.


How:m

µ Through an iterative process 

µ We created an interactive web-based explanation based 

on the conceptual solution from the Ideation phase (see 

screenshots: Figure 1 & 2) 

µ The realization of the prototype is in a form of a guided 

dialogue with a scientist character, who explains four 

major differences between the COVID-19 vaccine 

development process, and the usual one (more funding, 

volunteers & data; less bureaucracy).

Phase V: Test

Goal�

µ Evaluate the overall solution concept and obtain 

feedback for improving the prototype.


How:m

µ Semi-structured think-aloud interviews were conducted 

with 6 target users 

µ All participants found the explanation prototype easy to 

understand, well-structured, and written in a user-

friendly language 

µ All interviewees stated more interactivity and adding 

further visualizations could provide an even better 

understanding. 

Participants agreeing with the item “X element 

made the explanation more understandable.”

Figure 3. Perceived impact of the explanation elements its 

understandability. N = 88

Evaluation & Insights

The developed prototype was evaluated 

through an online survey during two 

interactive online workshops; one with 

bachelor students in health communication, 

the second one with high-school students. 

The survey was completed by 45 bachelor 

students (69% female, 29% male, age 

19-28), and 43 high-school students (60% 

female, 21% male, 9% diverse, age 15-18).



82.5% agreed that the 

explanation is understandable

68% agreed that the concern 

was well addressed

48% agreed that the prototype 

could increase the willingness 

to vaccinate

55% would share the 

prototype with a vaccine 

hesitant person

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0208601
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